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Summary:
What does your product, service or business do better than any other?
Why would someone want to purchase from you rather than your competition over at site x?
If you don´t know, you need to find out!

Start by having a look at what you have to offer and compare it with the competition. Is yours
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Article Body:
What does your product, service or business do better than any other?
Why would someone want to purchase from you rather than your competition over at site x?
If you don´t know, you need to find out!

Start by having a look at what you have to offer and compare it with the competition. Is yours
Amazingly enough, many products online (and off) no matter what they are sell better only for
Does this mean that the consumer really needs all these extra items, in many cases the answer

If you are selling a service, how do you do it differently and better than any other? This may

What do you as the owner of the business bring to your business? What uniqueness of ˆyou˜ does

Once you know what makes your business stand out from the crowd, your ˆunique selling proposit
So how do you know what your ˆunique selling proposition˜ actually is or could be?
For most people it comes from ˆcurrent knowledge˜ and or a ˆgut feeling˜ (intuition).

Have you looked at your own product or service and you ˆknow˜ intuitively that it could be muc

Have you looked competitor´s sites and picked a whole heap of problems but you know your own s
Have you seen a ˆneed˜ in your industry that isn´t being filled but haven´t acted on it?

Maybe you already have a ˆunique selling proposition˜ (which you could not be aware of) but yo

And then there´s this last one which is more common then you think especially if you are a sol

People really underestimate this online. Now if you are reading this and you already have a su
I personally know as I have seen many marketers hit this wall myself included.

Once I decided that I was going to present my business in my own unique way, or utilize my own
So with that being said, what is your "USP" and get promoting it today!
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